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The habilitation thesis is structured in three parts and harmoniously presents the 

professional achievements we had until the time of this paper (part A), research and approaches 

to a modern concept of management in our own vision, respectively strategic entrepreneurship 

(part B) and the future directions of action I propose for my career (part C). 

The teaching career has been presented since my debut in a higher education institution 

that took place in 1998, when I took a position as a university assistant in the prestigious Faculty 

of Management, a faculty within the Bucharest University of Economic Studies. 

The academic evolution continued through a high involvement in teaching and research 

activities and culminated with the completion of the doctoral training program, started in 

October 1998 and the defense of the doctoral thesis entitled "Interdependencies between 

organizational culture and company management" under the coordination of prof. Ovidiu 

Nicolescu. 

Throughout the doctoral program I conducted research, published and presented papers 

specific to the doctoral topic, with emphasis on organizational culture and its influence on 

business management. 

Scientific research is present by mentioning the main projects carried out over the years, 

as project director or member of extensive research teams. The projects carried out had both a 

national and international dimension and for the most part included interdisciplinary 

approaches in the field of general management, strategic management, entrepreneurship, 

leadership, social responsibility, organizational culture etc. 

The scientific part of the thesis approaches in an innovative way two of the processes 

with major impact on the evolution and competitiveness of modern organizations, regardless 

of the nature of capital or the field addressed, respectively: entrepreneurship and strategic 

management in the context of knowledge based economy. 

The target of my scientific research is the entrepreneurial ecosystem, the way in which 

companies are oriented towards innovation and sustainable development since their 

establishment and the analyses performed through the prism of entrepreneurship and strategic 

management are not carried out in an isolated manner, but in close accordance with other 

systems of the national and international economy, especially those from the European Union. 

The paper reviews the specific literature, highlighting the main works in the field of 

entrepreneurship and strategic management, but also the interdependencies between them and 

generating a new approach aimed at modernizing the management of SMEs, namely strategic 

entrepreneurship. 



The presented approaches bring in an inventory of the major national and international 

contributions on strategic entrepreneurship, theoretical-methodological concepts and best 

practices, as well as its economic and social impact. 

The content of the paper highlights that flexibility, innovation and risk acceptance are 

elements that support the components for approaching entrepreneurship from a strategic 

perspective. A systemic idea of the implementation of strategic entrepreneurship in SMEs is 

needed, as it explains the factors that can contribute to their short, medium and long term 

performance. 

Within these companies, a strategic approach will bring more rigor in the design and 

functionality of a management system that goes beyond the predominant informality and 

endows employees with certain skills to facilitate their operation with certain concepts and 

tools that take into account periods longer than they were used to. 

In order to develop strategic entrepreneurship, the paper presents a series of tools that 

have their origin in the strategic management of organizations and can be adapted and 

transferred to SMEs, so that they can redesign their management system and emphasize 

professionalization of entrepreneurial management. 

The habilitation thesis also includes a research on the influence of strategic 

entrepreneurship on the innovative entrepreneurial ecosystem, because strategic 

entrepreneurship is approached within the entrepreneurial ecosystem, an environment in which 

different entities in a given environment work collaboratively and competitively to support 

innovation, product development and new services that meet the needs and expectations of 

customers, but also of other categories of stakeholders. It is clear that healthy entrepreneurial 

ecosystems base their success on both cooperation and competitiveness. 

The final part of the thesis addresses the main future directions in my professional 

development, both in terms of scientific research, by reporting on the current situation, but also 

on international trends, as well as teaching. 

 

 

 

 

 


